Solutions Brief

Why Maxtec?
Maxtec is a proudly South African IT service provider that specialises in the provision of storage and networking
solutions. Celebrating an impressive 30 years in IT, Maxtec has evolved its oﬀering from the provision of reliable
and accessible data storage, to that of a complete IT services and solutions provider to technology users across the
business spectrum. Through our long standing relations with leading national and international vendors, Maxtec
boasts the expertise of highly skilled engineers and IT professionals.
We add value to any customer partnership through infrastructure design, implementation, maintenance and
support of the solutions we provide.

Look to the Future
Maxtec simpliﬁes IT by reducing the cost and complexity of deployments. Solutions are based on our unique
architecture and include enterprise-class Wi-Fi, state-of-the-art and easy-to-deploy threat management and new
generation security with full BYOD (Bring your own device) capabilities.
The inﬂuence of the mobility explosion, and the emergence of the IoT (Internet of Things) with Wi-Fi as the
primary access layer, the eﬃciencies of security services, and the decentralisation of the corporate oﬃce through
secure home access, micro-branches and partnering, are the trends forcing IT infrastructure to re-evaluate access
architecture.
Maxtec’s solutions address these trends and technologies and help to enhance enterprise productivity, while
reducing the cost and complexity of today’s networks.
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Our secure Wi-Fi technologies may be used to
provide Internet access to devices on one or
more interconnected access points (hot-spots)
that can extend from an area as small as a few
rooms to as large as many square kilometres.

Bring your own device (BYOD) control — also
called bring your own technology (BYOT) —lets
employees bring personally owned mobile
devices (laptops, tablets, and smart phones) to
the workplace, and use those devices to access
privileged
company
information
and
applications.

Content
Filtering

Access
Control

Our Content-control solutions restrict or control
the content a reader is authorised to access,
over the Internet or via the Web, to prevent
access to content which the computer’s
owner(s) or other authorities may consider
objectionable.

Network Access Control aims to do exactly what
the name implies - control access to a network
with policies, including pre-admission endpoint
security policy checks and post-admission
controls over where users and devices can go on
a network and what they can do.

Bandwidth
Management

Spyware
Prevention

We provide Bandwidth management for
measuring and controlling the communications
(traﬃc, packets) on a network link, to avoid
ﬁlling the link to capacity or overﬁlling the link,
which would result in network congestion and
poor performance of the network

Our Anti-spyware Solutions can provide
real-time protection by scanning all incoming
network data for spyware and blocking any
threats, as well as detecting and removing of
spyware software that has already been
installed.

Network
Monitoring

Data-centre
Storage Solutions

Our vulnerability scanning solutions are
designed to assess computers, computer
systems, networks or applications for
weaknesses to stop data theft before it happens
and ﬁnd weaknesses that hackers could use to
access your information.

Our data centre and storage solutions enable
easy management of data while maximising
application performance and increasing
eﬃciency and workﬂow. Enjoy backup and
recovery, uniﬁed computing and low latency.
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SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR EDUCATION

Ensuring Safe & Secure Learning Environments, Campus
Wide Wireless Communication
Long gone are the days where students were prohibited from using their personal devices and only approved users
were granted network access. Today’s digital classrooms require connectivity for almost any device. From primary
to upper grade levels, students often bring more than one device with them each day. The opening of networks to
accommodate the growing number of devices fosters inevitable security risks which could lead to data breaches
and data leaks of sensitive student and staﬀ personal information.
We understand the unique challenges you face in delivering engaging, relevant, and meaningful learning
opportunities to students while maintaining a high level of network security to protect data and meet compliance
standards.

Beneﬁt from us with...

31%

• Secure Wireless
• Improve Internet Access, Speed and Control
• Web Content Filtering
• Bandwidth Management, Application Control
and Password Protection
• Pay-As-You-Grow Options
• Secure Bring-Your-Own Device Solution
• Network Asset Discovery & Vulnerability Scanning

1/4
One in four regular Internet
users younger than 17 were
exposed to unwanted sexually
oriented pictures online
during 2015

23%

OF RECIPIENTS
open phishing
messages and 11%
click on attachments

48%

25%

OF KIDS in Grade 1 report to have
seen content on the Web they
were not comfortable with, 28
percent did not tell an adult
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OF CHILDREN get away with
pretending to be older to get
an account online

12-17

The largest group of Internet
porn consumers is children aged
12-17, who share it at school

OF KIDS aged 12-18 have
lied about their age in order
to access a website

11%

OF TEENS report
knowing how to turn
oﬀ parental controls,
which you can use to block
certain types of Web content

38%

OF BREACHES
Caused by
Application
Vulnerabilities

SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR HEALTHCARE

Healthcare organisations have changed, with most of the
clinics widely distributed and not having dedicated IT staﬀ
Most distributed sites require connectivity to hospital resources/applications, and reliable, high speed wireless
networks to function. The mobile nature of caregivers and the growing use of networked imaging and video in
patient care settings make an aﬀordable, easy to manage network mission critical. The Maxtec distributed yet
centrally manageable architecture handles this ﬂood of application traﬃc with the optimised availability and
performance that clinicians can rely on, as they strive to improve patient care quality and reduce healthcare
delivery costs.
The Maxtec solution includes security hardware and access points, both managed securely via a web-based
interface. Both Maxtec’s remote access network and Wi-Fi solutions function with unprecedented ease of
deployment; just plug them in, and they will automatically ﬁnd their Manager, download their conﬁguration, and
get down to work.

Beneﬁt from us with...
• Provide mobility while maintaining compliance with network
security aspects of HIPAA privacy Mandates
• Roam easily and securely between access points with no loss in
connectivity
• Ensure secure access and control of HMS (Healthcare
Management Systems)

• Intrusion prevention against temporary security breaches and
unauthorised patient data access
• Safe and secure access to patient records from remote sites
via the creation of SSL VPN and two factor authentication
• Converged cloud data Protection and disaster Recovery
• Device tracking, refresh and storage on demand

EMR
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Guest Bed
Connectivity
Asset
Tracking
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SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR TELCOS/ISP/MSSP

Telecoms, Internet Service Providers and Managed
Security Service Providers are at the forefront
With complex networks delivering an ever-expanding range of applications and services, it is highly challenging to
deliver and expand your capabilities while maintaining performance and security for your customers. Maxtec can
protect your network from new threats while maintaining performance and scalability that is critical to your
business needs. With our solutions, you can take advantage of new opportunities and keep your clients safe in a
world of evolving cyber security threats.
Our available technologies, and experience help you do more for your customers. With innovative products and
solutions, you can manage network Quality of Experience, network Quality of Service and bandwidth costs, and
increase your revenues as a provider to consumers and enterprises.

Beneﬁt from us with...
• Guaranteed low cost of ownership and reduced operations
complexity in a multi-tenant environment that scales to
support hundreds & thousands across industry board
customers

• Options of cost eﬀective hardware and CLOUD solutions
• Centralised management and detailed reporting
• High Flexibility and performance with low employee service
investment

Network Protection
Scalability

Better Customer Experience
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Increase Revenue

SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR RETAIL

Retailers are applying more and more in-store technology
just to remain competitive
With advances like wireless point-of-sale (POS), guest Wi-Fi, and location-based retail presence analytics, securing
this technology is more and more critical. Our connectivity and security solutions for retailers enable secure
networking and protection against the latest threats. Let Maxtec connect and secure your retail locations with a
complete end-to-end solution, simplify PCI compliance with proven security technology and deliver guest Wi-Fi
and gain customer analytics.
For retailers with many geographically dispersed shops or stores, having secure network connectivity and linking
all sites to the head of Ce has become the glue of critical operating processes such as the Point of Sale (PoS),
accounting, inventory control, pricing, customer relationship management applications and other business
services.

Beneﬁt from us with...
• WiFi presence and customer engagement solutions
• Centralised management across multiple sites
• Fast Secure Roaming and Identity-based Security (enforced in
every access point as a user connects)
• Cost eﬃcient with no data centre or IT expenses
• Excellent customer experience with high performance data
availability
• Scale security solutions from kiosk to superstore and
manage distributed deployment costs eﬀectively

• Franchise solutions with back-end Raw data and auditable info
- which store has the most traﬃc, largest customer base
- are customer displays eﬀective
- customer proﬁle depiction via Social Media login
• Support planned/future roll-out of new innovative
services such as presence analytics
• Support ongoing and changing compliance requirements
• Fiber to Ethernet can support large scale retail networks
• Retail Fibre connection deployment

Central Management

Analytics

Secure POS

Guest WiFi
Customer Experience
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SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR ENTERPRISE

Enterprise is under constant attack and can’t choose
between security and high-performance infrastructure
Your extended enterprise needs reliable security that doesn’t compromise performance: from internal segments,
to physical and virtual data centers, to dynamic cloud environments. Our solutions for network, endpoint,
application, data center, cloud, and access work together to provide true end-to-end protection.
Our range of solutions support organisations of all sizes and levels of maturity, whether their goals are scanning
more often and on demand to scanning 100% of all assets all of the time through continuous monitoring. With
new breaches making headlines weekly, customers are realising the critical importance of shoring up potential
entry paths for attackers by ﬁnding and eliminating vulnerabilities.

Beneﬁt from us with...
• Cloud optimisation performance solutions
• Enterprise Cloud Backup and Disaster Recovery
• Secure Mobile device support and tracking
• Data governance and access monitoring
• Application and Web security for the Enterprise Environment
• Analytics and the collecting of data from across network
applications

Access Control
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Monitoring

Endpoint Protection

• Track access utilisation, top application and endpoint usage
• Track performance of critical applications and cloud tenants
• Cloud access and optimisation solutions for enterprise
• Local facilitation of international accredited certiﬁcations to
Enterprise IT Professionals

Data Centres

Cloud Access

Single IT Pane of Glass

Secure Access Architecture

Cloud Management
Reporting
Internet Service Provider

ISP

WiFi
Vulnerability Scanning

Local Management
Web Content Security and
Email server Security
Bandwidth Management

Integrated Wireless

Protect end-points on-and-oﬀ network
with top rated threat protection

Network Control

Spyware Prevention

Anti-Phishing

WiFi

Enable BYOD

(Bring your own device)
With support for Windows,
Mac and Android
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SAFE & SECURE

CONNECTIVITY
FOR LOGISTICS

Manufacturing, distribution and logistics companies often
have multiple sites requiring mobile connectivity
These organisations depend on accurate inventory to function but recognise that each site’s radio frequency (RF)
proﬁle can change radically during a single day as the volume and type of materials stocked ﬂuctuates. As
manufacturing, distribution, and logistics ﬁrms move to automated pickers, the accuracy and uptime of the WLAN
become mission critical.
Flexibility and scalability are crucial, as the environment may expand relatively suddenly. Finally, simple,
easy-to-use management is a central requirement, since many organisations do not have a WLAN expert on-site.
Maxtec’s unique architecture makes it simple and cost eﬀective to add coverage – just add another AP. While
Maxtec’s access points enable distributed communications and policy, management is centralised, and can even
be hosted online. With Maxtec’s assets discovery solution the tracking of serial numbers are easy and simple ﬁnd.

Beneﬁt from us with...
• Centralised management across multiple warehousing
• Fast Secure Roaming and Identity-based Security (enforced in
every access point as a user connects
• Provide enhanced security and over-the-air encryption
including ﬁrewall, WIPS, VPN, RADIUS, and Active Directory
support
• Secure and controlled network access from road agents
• Two factor authentication with SSL VPN for the use of remote
users on cross border network access requirements

Coverage

Serial NR Tracking

Reliability

Outdoor Connectivity
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• Unique tailored infrastructure solutions catering for Cloud
migration
• Extend Wiﬁ coverage to warehouses and to outside loading
bays using centralised controllers
• Serial and barcode tracking
• Automated data collection
• Total IP visibility and mobile tracking

Vendors

Fortinet is a worldwide
provider of network
security appliances and a
market leader in uniﬁed
threat management
(UTM). Our products and
subscription services
provide broad, integrated
and high-performance
protection against
dynamic security threats
while simplifying the IT
security infrastructure.

Arista Networks was
founded to pioneer and
deliver software-driven
cloud networking
solutions for large data
centre storage and
computing environments.
Arista’s award-winning
platforms, ranging in
Ethernet speeds from 10
to 100 gigabits per second,
redeﬁne scalability, agility
and resilience.

Allot Communications is a
leading global provider of
intelligent broadband
solutions that put mobile,
ﬁxed and enterprise
networks at the centre of
the digital lifestyle. Allot’s
DPI-based solutions
identify and leverage the
business intelligence in
data networks,
empowering operators to
shape digital lifestyle
experiences and to
capitalize on the network
traﬃc they generate.

Tenable is at a transition in
cyber security technology
that will change the way
companies protect their
networks. Tenable started
the revolution when one
of its co-founders created
the Nessus® vulnerability
scanner, the ﬁrst robust
solution for detecting
vulnerabilities that viruses
and hackers can exploit.
The Tenable platform has
evolved into today’s most
powerful vulnerability and
threat detection
technology.

As the industry’s fastest
growing cloud data
protection and
information management
provider, Druva is trusted
by over 4,000 global
organizations with over 25
PB of data under
management. Druva’s
award-winning solutions
intelligently collect and
dramatically increase the
availability and visibility of
data, while reducing the
risk, cost, and complexity
of managing and
protecting it.

Dedicated solely to
storage innovation for
more than 35 years,
Spectra Logic’s
uncompromising product
and customer focus is
proven by the largest
information users in
multiple vertical markets
globally. Spectra enables
aﬀordable, multi-decade
data storage and access by
creating new methods of
managing information in
all forms of deep
storage—including
archive, backup, cold
storage, cloud and private
cloud.

At ApplianSys, we look at
the challenges facing
network managers and
identify where an
appliance solution could
provide answers to their
network, security and
messaging issues. We
integrate best-of-breed
network application
software from vendor
partners and the open
source community into our
appliance wrapper. Simple,
secure, reliable and
designed to save you time
and money.

Fully dedicated to storage
solutions, Infortrend has a
strong technological
foundation that includes
one of the best R&D teams
in the industry. All
Infortrend product
systems are designed and
manufactured in-house.
Infortrend storage
solutions have been widely
deployed on a variety of
demanding applications by
multiple users across
commercial and industrial
markets.

Arcserve provides
organizations with the
assurance that they can
recover their data and
applications when needed.
Founded in 1990, Arcserve
provides a comprehensive
solution for virtual and
physical environments, on
premise or in the cloud,
backed by unsurpassed
support and expertise.

Tandberg Data is a leading
global supplier of data
storage and data
protection solutions for
small and medium-sized
businesses. The company’s
wide selection of
business-grade storage
solutions includes
disk-based appliances,
tape-based solutions,
including drives,
autoloaders, libraries and
media, removable disk and
software for backup,
archiving, and
deduplication.

Perle is a premier provider
of reliable, full-featured
and competitively priced
serial, I/O, Ethernet and
ﬁbre connectivity
solutions. Businesses
around the globe have
come to trust Perle to
deliver superior
connectivity technology
for their mission critical
applications.
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